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Broughton Hall 
A magnificent historic house  
for your own exclusive use 
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The Broughton Hall Estate, set in stunning 
Yorkshire countryside, has been home to 
33 generations of  the Tempest family for 
over 900 years. At Broughton, history and 
architecture, landscape and luxury all 
combine to create a memorable scene. 
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Broughton Hall is now exclusively available  
as your own personal historic house, for private 
events, celebrations and house parties. At the 
heart of  the Estate is the Grade I-listed Hall, 
where centuries of  fascinating heritage  
blend seamlessly with 21st century comfort  
and convenience. 
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The elegant interiors are sumptuously 
furnished, yet Broughton Hall never feels like 
a museum or even a country club – it remains 
a cherished and authentic home, just as it was 
originally conceived. The ambience is relaxed 
yet luxurious, with outstanding food, skilled staff  
and an extensive wine cellar at your disposal. 
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Parties, weddings, family get-togethers, high-
level corporate events – Broughton exudes the 
charm and style to exceed every dream or 
aspiration. Come for a day, a week or a month 
and revel in the space and freedom of  the entire 
Estate, with the rich culture and dramatic 
beauty of  the Yorkshire Dales on your doorstep.
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The grandeur of  the entertaining rooms is 
matched by the elegance and luxury of  the 
bedrooms upstairs. Each of  the guest 
bedrooms, is individually designed with a 
thoughtful blend of  flair and tradition.The 
bathrooms are both imaginative and 
immaculately presented.
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Tradition, opulence and luxury may be the backdrop 
to your stay, yet at the heart of  the experience will 
always be a sense of  enjoyment and relaxation: 
Broughton is exclusively yours for the duration of  
your time here and we want you above all to have  
fun and to thrive on all that the Estate has to offer.
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This is Eden, one of  three delightful
holiday houses on the Broughton Hall 
Estate, providing further 
accommodation in contemporary style. 
Eden offers outstanding views, six 
bedrooms and ample space for house 
parties and celebrations.

Eden
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All three holiday houses are an ideal starting 
point for walking, exploring, cycling, horse-
riding, touring and a host of  other recreational 
activities. Your total well-being is an absolute 
priority and we can offer a full range of  
health and beauty treatments, in addition to 
the gym, swimming pool and tennis court. 

Higher Scarcliffe

Higher Scarcliffe is the second of  our boutique  
“home from homes”, with a spacious interior cleverly 
engineered within a traditional Yorkshire farmhouse. 
There are four bedrooms including a mezzanine. 
Yellison is an ideal self-contained bolt-hole for family  
or friends and, like Eden and Higher Scarcliffe, enjoys  
a wonderful countryside setting. 

Yellison
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The Broughton Hall Estate also presents Utopia, 
designed by Sir Michael Hopkins – a stunning bespoke 
structure nestling in a walled garden created by Dan 
Pearson. Utopia is designed to blend sympathetically 
with its setting and provides a large reception area  
with additional break-out or meeting rooms.  
Utopia is a wonderful venue for weddings, parties  
and business events.  
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The Land Rover Experience is one of  Land 
Rover’s very first centres for comprehensive 
driving tuition on challenging surfaces and 
is housed on the 3000-acre Broughton Hall 
Estate. As well as instruction, Land Rover also 
organise corporate hospitality, team-building 
events and family days.
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Broughton can boast several 
illustrious neighbours, with 
the Brontës’ Haworth, famous 
ruined abbeys and masterpieces 
from the Industrial Revolution 
all nearby – not to mention our 
own gastropub on the Estate.
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The Yorkshire landscape is famed worldwide for its colours, 
moods, dramatic countryside and coastline. The Broughton 
Hall Estate is the perfect home from which to explore the 
county and marvel at its scenery and seascapes. Whether 
your preference is for gentle exercise or strenuous adventure, 
there is a wealth of  activities to inspire guests of  every age 
and inclination. 
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The Broughton Hall Estate is located close to the town of  Skipton, 
on the edge of  the Yorkshire Dales. There is easy access from the 
major cities of  Leeds, Liverpool or Manchester, while London is 
approximately three hours away.

One family and 900 unbroken years of  history and heritage – this is 
the background that awaits those who stay at Broughton. With the 
Hall itself, plus Eden, Higher Scarcliffe, Yellison and Utopia, as well 
as the Land Rover Experience centre, Broughton promises a magical 
and inspirational destination throughout the year.  

Broughton Hall





Broughton Hall Estate
Skipton, Yorkshire BD23 3AE, England

+44 (0)1756 799608 

broughtonhall.co.uk

“Loyouf  as thou fynds”


